
A- Remove path and relocate starter hut. Rebuild putting 
green shifted right and tie seamlessly into tees with tight 
mow. Look at shifting wall back to gain +/-20 yards. 
B- Shift fairway slightly left and expand back to tee as per 
drawing. Build new forward tee 30 yards down range 
enveloped by tight mow
C- Remove first left fairway bunker and rebuild second 
bunker expanded to create one large bunker as per original 
design. Expand fairway left in front of new bunker
D- Rebuild bunker in place and expand fairway in front as 
per drawing
E- Rebuild bunker shifted down range and angled in more. 
Expand fairway in front
F- Rebuild left and right approach bunkers expanded as per 
drawing. Regrade surrounds to eliminate two basins
G- Remove one small tree and reroute cart path 25’ right. 
Remove additional trees as needed to fit path 
H- Remove right greenside bunker and have (rough) grass 
slope feed onto green. Rebuild green at same elevation 
expanded back +/-5 yards and right +/-2 yards. Re-establish 
strong right to left cross slope as per U.S. Open program 
description
I- Rebuild left greenside bunker shifted back. Restore 
largers bunker to back right of green. Remove two trees in 
accordance with hole 2 plan 
J- Remove 4 trees behind green
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A- Remove two trees and cart path. Build new cart path 
routed right of tee complex and outside hedge row.
B- Extend beginning of fairway back to cart path as per 
drawing. Remove tree on left
C- Expand left edge of fairway out +/-15’
D- Remove two dying oaks and plant four new specimen 
trees. Rebuild bunker in place
E- Prune overhanging limb and remove existing left 
fairway bunker. Continue fairway expansion as per 
drawing and add new specimen tree
F- Add new bunker as per original and build so top edge 
obscures lowered green. Expand right side of fairway 
+/-20’ 
G- Remove mound and shift cart path left, further from 
play
H- Remove tree right of green. Rebuild three greenside 
bunkers in place, expanding the front right as per original 
and tying each in better with new green
I- Rebuild green +/- 3’ lower and expanded around back 
half as per drawing
J- Remove pecan tree and dying cedar elm behind green. 
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A- Remove tree right of tee complex
B- Expand fairway back to tee as per drawing and build 
new forward tee 35 yards down range enveloped by tight 
mow
C- Fill in first fairway bunker and expand fairway left 
+/-25’ as per drawing. Rebuild two bunkers in place and in 
historic shapes as per aerial photos. 
D- Regrade and soften the cross slope to the right making 
area more receptive
E- Remove dying oak on right
F- Remove dying tree on left
G- Remove approach bunker and bunker left of green. On 
left, create fall off tying into existing slope behind green. 
Rebuild right greenside bunker in place and rebuild green 
at grade
H- Remove two pecans behind green
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A- Connect into one long tee
B- Build new forward tee 20 yards own range and expand 
fairway back to tee as per drawing. Remove section of cart 
path on left as per drawing
C- Remove two bunkers on left and expand approach on 
left and right as per drawing
D- Rebuild green at grade. Remove front bumps on left and 
right and have green flow into approach
E- Remove tree on right. Remove walk paths and maintain 
rough between green and Hole 5 tees. Regrade area to 
eliminate basin
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A- Remove tree and combine tees into one in. Maintain 
rough between Hole 4 green and Hole 5 tees in accordance 
with Hole 4 plan
B- Shift path 15’ left and expand fairway back to tee as per 
drawing
C- Build new forward tee 25 yards down range
D- Thin out right side tree line removing anything under a 
6” caliper
E- Expand fairway left as per drawing
F- Restore “barranca” in gully. Look at opportunity to run 
the length of hole as shown or the potential to end at 
+/-350 yards
G- Remove all three greenside bunkers and expand 
approach as per drawing
H- Rebuild green +/-2’ lower and expanded. Merge green 
seamlessly into approach as per US Open photo
I- Remove cart path and shift traffic to upper path. 
Continue “barranca” along and behind green. Remove one 
cedar elm.
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A- Shorten back tee +/-3 yards and re-route cart path 
behind
B- Continue restored “barranca” from hole 5 across front 
of tee complex
C- Extend fairway back to barranace and add new forward 
tee 50 yards down range
D- Rebuild all three fairway bunkers. Re-shape first 
bunker on left shifted further out to the left. Rebuild right 
fairway bunker +/-10 yards shorter. Expand fairway on 
both sides as per drawing to widen the landing zone
E- Add two trees to back side of grove
F- Remove existing greenside bunkers and shift approach 
to right as per drawing. Shape two new greenside bunkers 
in accordance with new green location.
G- Rebuild green +/-3’ lower, shifted right and pushed 
back adding +/-10 yards to hole
H- Remove pecan
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A- Rebuild tees shifted 10’ left and connected into one 
long tee
B- Extend fairway back to path as per drawing and build 
new forward tee 45 yards down range
C- Rebuild fairway bunker in historical shape as per aerial
D- Thin out left treeline along edge of creek
E- Remove existing green complex and bunkers. Shape 
sharply sloped approach in front of new green complex. 
Bring barranca from across Hole 6 on right and transition 
into formal bunker along play side
F- Remove tree and re-route cart path in accordance with 
plans for Hole 6 and 8. Build new green complex pushed 
back +/-30 yards . Add one bunker on left to make up for 
grade change between Hole 7 green and Hole 8 tee. 
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A- Clear trees as needed and build new tees down in valley 
to create up-hill hole. Clean up and create barranca-like 
slope to right of tees leading down to river
B- Remove cart path and clear trees to left for new line of 
play and to expose slope for creation of barranca feature for 
dramatic forced carry. Route new cart path in conjunction 
with Hole 7 plan behind new tee and along right side of 
hole
C- Clear trees on right to connect tees to fairway as per 
drawing
D- Remove four existing bunkers, fairway and green
E- Create new approach and build four new greenside 
bunkers as per drawing
F- Build new larger green at existing elevation
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A- Add +/-15 yards with expansion of Hole 12 nack tee
B- Remove tree on left
C- Extend fairway back to path as per drawing
D-Remove mound on left
E- Rebuild bunker larger and with add islands shifted +/-40 
yards down range and reangled with play. Clear trees as 
needed. Expand fairway out to bunker and down left side as 
per drawing
F- Remove right bunkers and slope land gently to the right. 
Simplify fairway contouring before and after existing 
bunkers
G- Remove spur of cart path. Rebuild pond shifted as per 
drawing removing wall and restoring grass bank. Connect 
fairway to green complex with new approach
H- Add two trees to small grove on right. Route new cart 
path down right side anc connect with exiting path
I- Rebuild green and two greenside bunkers shifted 10 
yards forward as per drawing
J- Expand path behind green as per drawing
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A- Remove two trees. Move wall and expand path left of 
tee complex. Build one new tee shifted +/- 8 yards right as 
per drawing. Expand path right of tee as per 
drawing and shift putting green accordingly. 
B- Build a new tee for hole to continue to be played as a 
par 5 for women +/- 8 yards down range or a new tee 
allowing the hole to play as a par 4 +/- 60 yards down 
range. Extend fairway back to path as per drawing
C- Create barranca features in bottom of gully. Maintain 
faces of slope down to a point
D- Expand approach as per drawing. Rebuild greenside 
bunkers expanding the left and shifting the right into 
original location as per aerial. Bunkers can maintain depth 
with outfall running to barranca.
E- Rebuild green +/-18” lower
F- Move restroom to area between 13 green and 14 tee
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A- Build new back tee shifted +/-20 yards forward and 
connect into two other tees to create one long for added 
teeing flexibility
B- Expand fairway back to tee as per drawing. Build new 
forward tee 45 yards down range enveloped by tight mow
C- Remove first left fairway bunker and build new +/-25 
yards down range. Expand fairway left in place of old 
bunker. Prune trees on right to keep branches from 
overhanging fairway
D- Cut levee down in accordance with hole 12 plan
E- Remove tree as part of levee earthwork
F- Add new bunker on left +/- 130 yards from center of green
G- Remove right fairway bunker. Thin out vegetation on 
right and expand fairway right as per drawing
H- Rebuild bunker in place
I- Remove existing green and bunkers. Rebuild green shifted 
back +/- 20 yards and right +/- 7 yards keeping the concept of 
a shelf in the top left and sloping right. Build three new 
greenside bunkers as per drawing.
J- Remove tree and shift cart path further from new green 
complex as per drawing
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A- Rebuild tee back tee shifted +/- 20 yards back and 
expanded in accordance with Hole 9 for new joint tee
B- Cut away levee earthwork and create a downhill look for   
tee shot
C- Build new forward tee 25 yards down range and expand 
fairway back to path as per drawing
D- Remove 4 trees, two on the left for the levee earthwork 
and two on the right for grading purposes. Rebuild fairway 
bunkers - rebuild bunker on right in place and combine two 
into one on left 
E- Remove three trees on right for grading purposes. 
Restore left fairway bunker as per original design
F- Remove four trees on left. Remove cart path behind 
green and rebuild shifted to left side of hole as per drawing
G- Rebuild green shifted 75 feet right. Building new green 
+/-1.5’ lower than existing elevation will help recreate 
softer landforms. Build two new front greenside bunkers 
and open up view to 13 and pond
H- Remove tree behind new green and add screening to 
block maintenance across pond
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A- Remove three trees and combine tees into one large tee 
complex as per drawing Route path in accordance with hole 
12 plan
B- Remove two trees for grading purposes. Rebuild tees 
consolidated into one and expanded +/- 5 yards right
C- Create sand bar on far bank of lake resembling that of 
early photos
D- Remove section of pond wall and establish new edge of 
pond
E- Build new bunker at low level just above water to begin 
“step” concept within hole
F- Move restroom from hole 10 to area left of 13 in 
accordance with hole 14 plan
G- Build new green raised +/-3’ and shifted back +/- 25 
yards from existing. Build four new greenside bunkers 
allowing bunker behind green and earthwork to screen 
maintenance road. Hole steps up in levels as per photo of 
original hole
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A- Raise entire area +/- 3’ tying new landform into trees left 
of tee complex. Rebuild back tee expanded +/- 20 yards 
back and main tee in place at new grade. Make 14 tee 
complex the high point of back 9 holes
B-Move restroom from hole 10 to area right of 14 tee 
complex in accordance with hole 13 plan
C- Build new forward tee +- 25 yards down range. Expand 
fairway back as per drawing
D- Remove bunkers, regrade area and replace with three 
new trees
E- Rebuild green lower +/-1.5‘ and expanded as per draw-
ing. Rebuild greenside bunkers as per original plan
F- Maintain rough between green and Hole 15 tee
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A- Remove tree. Extend landform and wall back +/-20 
yards gaining new back tee space 
B- Remove tree. Cut 15 yards off of front tee and rebuild 
two tees as one. Move white markers forward for new 
carry.
C- Remove tree and rebuild tee extended +/- 20 yards 
forward to edge of new barranca
D- Rebuild three bunkers into hillside. Add seven trees to 
hillside. Hillside should be dense trees and wispy grass
E- Rebuild bunker shifted +/-30 yards down range. 
Re-grade area to move basin and expand fairway in place of 
existing bunker
F- Create bunker/barranca extension left of green. Combine 
right greenside bunkers into one bunker with island. 
Eliminate low and basins in front of bunker
G- Rebuild green in place and look to build +/-2’ lower if 
allowed with flood levels. Remove small bunker behind 
green.
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A- Combine tees into one new larger main tee and route 
new cart path around back of tee as per drawing
B- Remove crepe myrtle. Remove path and re-route new 
cart path down right side of hole through trees as per 
drawing. Rebuild tee +/- 3‘ lower if allowed by flood levels 
and remove top section of wall to open view of hole more 
C- Remove three trees and shift scoreboard closer to water. 
Rebuild pond as per drawing removing wall and restoring 
grass bank
D- Remove tree on edge of stream. Confirm with engineer 
ability to re-grade entire left side of hole. Remove mounds, 
remove bath tub effect and grade so land flows to left 
toward creek. Build new approach as per drawing
E- Rebuild green shifted left as per drawing. Build new left 
greenside bunker with formal top edge transitioning into 
more barranca-like closer to water’s edge
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A- Build new forward tee +/-30 yards down range
B- Create a barranca along entire length of creek bank to 
have a more natural edge. Extend fairway back as per 
drawing
C- Remove bunker and recontour fairway with expansion 
as per drawing
D- Restore barranca in vally across hole
E- Expand approach as per drawing. Plant pecan tree to 
eventually be “Big Annie”
F- Rebuild green shifted back +/-10 yards and lower +/-3’ 
as per original design. Rebuild two greenside bunkers as 
per original
G- Remove 6 crepe myrtles
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A- Rebuild back tee +/- 1’ lower
B- Continue barranca concept from hole 10 across hole. 
Build new forward tee 65 yards down range as per drawing
C- Re-grade landing area restoring rolls and uneven lies 
from U.S. Open description. Add one or two trees on right
D- Re-plant tree to overhang from below scoreboard
E- Rebuild greenside bunkers as per aerial and expand 
approach left as per drawing
F- Rebuild green lowering as much as possible, +/-3’ 
minimum. Restore connection to pond by shifting left and 
back +/- 5 yards
G- Remove pond wall and restore grass bank
H- Create steep grass bank in right rough above green
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